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and offer a sanctuary from the busy
day.
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YOUR NEW

FAVOURITE GETAWAY

With a Softub, you can enjoy relaxing in style – anytime, anywhere you
choose.

02 SOFTUB HOT TUBS
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UNWIND BODY
AND MIND
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REASONS
Softubs combine comfort and style with excellent eco credentials
and flexibility – offering you a sanctuary from the stresses and strains
of everyday life.

PORTABLE
Light, easy to manoeuver and easy to install: with
a Softub, the most portable hot tub in the world,
your choice of locations and possibilities is endless.

QUIET
Enjoy your Softub in peace and quiet! Thanks to
their advanced Whisper technology, Softubs are
amongst the quietest hot tubs on the market.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT
Softubs are the market leader in heat recovery
technology, combining pump, motor and heating
into one ‘Hydromate’ unit. The excess heat from
the motor is recovered to heat the filtered water,
reducing energy consumption to a minimum.

WEATHER RESISTANT
Come rain or shine, heat wave or big freeze a
Softub’s robust Leathertex outer-casing will withstand the severest weather conditions without being
affected. Softubs are built to last.

CLEAN
The automatic Softub Ozonator function provides
an intensive water cleaning program. As a result,
every dip is in crystal clear, high-quality water.

FLEXIBLE AND VERSATILE
For ultimate flexibility, the Softub’s basin shape is
designed to allow free and unhindered movement
within the pool, enabling you to change your sitting or lounging position, to stretch out or cosy up,
whatever mood takes you.

COMFORTABLE
Nothing can compare to a Softub’s comfort and
convenience. The soft but stable Polybond material
provides comfort in all positions – making the pool
as comfortable as a leather sofa.

STYLISH
With its leather look, understated slimline design,
modern and elegant exterior colours and practical,
stylish accessories, Softub combines high quality,
style and beautiful design.

SOLAR POWERED
A Softub is so energy efficient that it can even be
run on solar power, be it from solar panels which
feed into the grid or our specifically designed Softub solar islands. To find out more visit us on
www.softubsolar.com
SOFTUB: Resort 300+, Camel
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SOFTUB: Resort 300+, Charcoal
SOFTUB SURROUND: Chill Lounge, Charcoal

SOFTUB

SOFTUB:
Legend 220, Mocca

SOFTUB:
Legend, Mocca

SOFTUB:
Legend 220, Mocca

AT HOME

YOUR FAVOURITE

IN ALL WEATHERS

Add a Softub to your home and
redefine the standard of your leisure
experience

Anytime, any place. Enjoy the freedom
a Softub can offer and create a hideout
that is as individual as you.

Be it in minus temperatures, snow or
ice – a dip in a heated outdoor spa is
an experience for all of the senses and
strengthens your body’s immune system

THE MOST PORTABLE HOT TUB IN THE 		
WORLD
Softubs are portable, comfortable and environmentallyfriendly. Whether inside or outdoors, a Softub can transform your favourite spot into an oasis of relaxation!
Softubs are designed with leisure and luxury in mind and allow for flexibility, individuality and superior performance thanks to their weather resistance, thermal insulation and lightweight materials. The outer casings
are made from ‘Leathertex’ – a material which gives an elegant leather
look to our hot tubs whilst being durable and designed to withstand the
elements.
The inner basins are made from Polybond – a highly insulating foam
material which offers both first-rate structural stability and excellent
comfort levels for all sitting and lounging positions. Thanks to its innovative design a Softub can offer a haven of relaxation in any location you
choose.
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SOFTUB: Sportster 140, Charcoal

THE POWER

OF WATER
GREAT RESULTS

1

THE HEALTH SPA

3

WHY PUT OFF FEELING FABULOUS?

Invigorating massages, therapeutic fragrances and the soothing warmth of a Softub bring
respite for body and soul. With regular use, a Softub can bring more vitality and an improved sense of well being.
The warm water encourages your blood circulation and activates your body’s own natural healing powers. Back and joint
problems are alleviated by hydrotherapy and the metabolism
is stimulated, improving your health and well-being in general.
A soak in a hot tub helps to release endorphins, naturally reduces pain, and creates the feeling of happiness and contentment; when the body is relaxed, the mind can find it easier to
unwind and worries simply fade away. The heat of a hot tub
also increases the body temperature, allowing blood vessels
to expand and to absorb more oxygen. Breathing becomes
deeper, helping to clear sinuses and lungs, meaning your Softub can be an effective treatment for colds and asthma.
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IN ALL AREAS

2

5

4

6

In water, the body only weighs around 30 % of its actual
weight. This reduces pressure on strained muscles and injured
joints. Therefore, a Softub massage does not only relieve tension – it also helps in the recovery process of overburdened body
parts. The buoyancy can even be used as a treatment against
chronic and rheumatic diseases.
Hot tub sessions are also recommended for non-physical
conditions such as insomnia. In addition, targeted applications
can be used to improve circulation and assist in the treatment
of diabetes. What is more, sessions in your hot tub help to keep
the skin’s blood vessels and the connective tissues elastic and
healthy, helping you look younger and more radiant.
7

1

General relaxation, reduction of the production of stress
hormones, improved sleep, alleviation of pain

2

Relaxation of neck and shoulders, improved circulation
and better mobility

3

Improved heart and lung capacity, boost of the lymphatic
system and improved metabolism

4

Strengthening, relaxation and easing of pain in spinal area,
back, posterior and pelvis

5

Improved circulation, natural detox and regeneration of
skin cells

6

Stimulation of immune system and vital organs (digestive
system, heart, kidneys etc.)

7

Improved mobility and strengthening of hip, knee and
ankle joints as well as tendons and ligaments

WELL BEING 09

SOFTUB: Legend 220, Camel
SOFTUB SURROUND: Polyrattan, Mocca

MAKE
EVERY
DAY A HOLIDAY

Mini breaks, romantic weekends or family
holidays – a Softub can cater for any occasion and all in the comfort of your own
home! Softub – more than just a hot tub .
A Softub brings people together and is the ideal place to
spend meaningful quality time with family and friends.
A Softub provides a central hub for your loved ones right
in the heart of family life.
No more swimming pool or spa visits with overcrowded
pools and worries about forgotten towels! A Softub creates a social event that can be glamorous and luxurious,
soothing and peaceful or sparkling and lively, all in the
comfort of your own home.
With a Softub you and your loved ones can enjoy quality
time together whenever the mood takes you.

A PARADISE FOR

FAMILY AND FRIENDS
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SOFTUB: Legend 220, Camel
SOFTUB SURROUND: Mahogony Step

THE ECO TUB

ENJOYING RESPONSIBLY AND SUSTAINABLY
The preservation and protection of our environment should be a key
factor in any current and future decisions. Softub hot tubs are the market
leader in energy efficient and environmentally friendly technologies.
Softub engineers achieved a breakthrough in hot tub technology when they developed the
Softub Hydromate. The heart of a Softub combines the hot tub’s pump, motor and heating into
one unit. Thanks to the clever arrangement of these technical components, the pool’s water can
be heated by the motor’s excess heat. This environmentally-friendly heat recycling process reduces energy consumption to less than a microwave needs to heat a meal.
In addition, the motors innovative Whisper technology reduces the pump’s decibel output to
nothing more than a gentle murmur thus reducing a Softub’s impact on its environment and its
overall footprint even further.
An intelligent filtration system minimises the need for sanitising chemicals and minimises general maintenance. Every Softub’s Ozonator filters the tub’s water automatically twice a day, using
the oxidation effect of the ozone. As a result, the water isn’t just hygienically clean but also stays
clear for longer reducing the frequency with which the water needs to be replaced – saving water
and the planet. (We recommend that customers change their water 3-4 times a year.)
Softubs are durable and built to last. In spite of minimal maintenance the life expectancy of a
Softub is 10 years or more. Faults can usually be fixed with simple repairs and without expensive
call out charges as the hydromate can simply be sent through the post.
Finally, should you decide to trade in your old Softub against a new model then you not only
save money but help us to save the environment as we ensure that your old tub is reduced,
reused or recycled appropriately.
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SOFTUB: Legend 220, Mocca
SOFTUB SURROUND: Miami, White, with Polyethylen Inserts
SOFTUB ENCLOSURE: Riviera Gazebo, White

SOFTUB WHIRLPOOL: Legend 220, Almond

TESTIMONIALS

THIS IS WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT SOFTUB

We value your opinion and welcome your feedback, whether you are
sharing happy memories and encouraging us in what we are doing or
whether your feedback helps us to become even better.

IMPRESSIONS

SOFTUB: Legend 220, Charcoal
SOFTUB SURROUND: Polyrattan, Charcoal

We bought our hot tub last August at
the Anglesey Show in North Wales and
it has been such a brilliant move. Encroaching old age, aching limbs and the
best place to discuss life, the universe
and everything else!! It has ticked all the
boxes and more. The service throughout was exceptional with professional
sales, first class installation and cracking
back-up when needed.
Thank you and we have recommended
the softub company to anyone who will
stay still long enough.
Regards Ally Hargreaves
p.s. It has done my back problems a
remarkable amount of good and kept
me mobile.

„My experience with Softub UK has
been extraordinary. Since buying my
tub in the spring of 2013, the service
SOFTUB: Legend 220, Camel
SOFTUB SURROUND: Newport Stepper, Mocca
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I have received from them has been second to none. They met all the timescales we agreed, were extremely professional and responsive and, in my opinion,
went way beyond what I would expect
from a firm supplying leisure items such
as these. I was a complete novice about
hot tubs and they supported me really
well and never made me feel as if I was
asking for their help and advice too
much.

We‘re absolutely delighted with our
Softub. The staff at Softub UK made the
purchase really easy and Joe was superb
regarding the installation. He even came
along the week before to make sure we
had everything ready. Then he was so
meticulous about installing and filling
the tub. The only after-sales service we
have needed was a query about how the
thermostat worked but that was answered promptly and clearly.

As soon as they introduced Clearwater
in September 2013 I was keen to try it
in order to make the sanitation process
as easy as possible so I ordered a pack
from them. I had a major problem at
first as, like most men, I did not read
the instructions resulting in a tub full of
cloudy water. With the help of Daniela
(who is fantastic!) we quickly got it sorted out and I now have pure, sparkling
water in my tub with hardly any effort
on my part.

Since then we‘ve been in the tub several
times every week. It‘s a great way to relax
after a stressful day or a long walk. And
our friends love it too - they always want
to finish walks at our house now!
CATH & DAVID, PEAK DISTRICT

JOHN DEADMAN
SOFTUB: Sportster 140, Almond
TESTIMONIALS 15

TECHNICAL
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1
2

FEATURES

3
5

6

1

roll your Softub

2

connect your Softub

Softub hot tubs use innovative and
intelligent technology that ensures an
eco friendly and energy efficient approach to hot tub enjoyment. Integrated jets and LEDs support the effects
of hydrotherapy.

1

The ‘Hydromate’ combines the hot tub’s
pump, motor and heating into one unit.
Thanks to the clever arrangement of these technical components, the pool’s water
can be heated by the motor’s excess heat.
This environmentally-friendly process reduces power consumption to a minimum
while innovative Whisper™ Technology
reduces the pump’s decibel output to
nothing more than a gentle murmur
making a Softub one of the quietest hot
tubs on the market
4

CONTROL PANEL

The user friendly control panel allows
for the simple adjustment of water temperature, massage jets or light settings
- all at the touch of a button.

16 FEATURES

LOCATION

Your Softub will be delivered to your home in a Softub
transportation box, which can easily be rolled to your
installation site of choice.
3

WHISPER–HYDROMATE

IN THREE SIMPLE STEPS
Easy to manouevre, simple to install – your
new haven of relaxation is only a few steps
away

prepare your Softub

SOFTUB: Legend 220, Almond
SOFTUB SURROUND: Polyrattan, Mocca

1

SET UP

2

SET UP

Once basin and hydromate are in situ they simply need to
be connected.

2

OZONATOR

Every Softub’s Ozonator filters the
tub’s water automatically twice a day.
Using the oxidation effect of the ozone,
the water isn’t just hygienically clean
as a result – it is also crystal clear. As
a consequence, the need to add water
treatment is greatly reduced and general
maintenance minimised. A replaceable
cartridge filter further adds to Softub’s
high standards and low maintenance.

5

HYDROJETS

The specialised massage jets in a Softub
can be activated at the touch of a button
and adjusted to reach specific body
parts and muscle groups. The adjustable
jetflow ensures an individual massage to
suit your needs.

3
3

SMARTCHIPTM

The Softub can be filled with a garden hose. Then all that
is left to do is to plug the tub into a standard household
socket, place the lid on top of the tub and wait for the
water to reach the desired temperature.

Intelligent technology: with the Smartchip, Softub hot tubs overcome any
issues which might arise from networkassociated voltage fluctuations. If the
chip registers a surge, all electronic
components within the hot tub are automatically switched off. This protects
the equipment from all risks associated
with power cuts.

6

INSTALLATION

JUST ADD WATER AND ENJOY YOUR
OASIS OF RELAXATION

LED

An important part of the Softub’s hydrotherapy is the addition of underwater LED
lighting. 10 different colours and hues
cater for any mood or occasion.
SOFTUB: Legend 220, Almond
SOFTUB SURROUND: Polyrattan, Mocca
INSTALLATION 17

INFOBOX

SAFETYTESTED

SOFTUB MODELS

AN OVERVIEW

CE + TÜV/GS

Whether you would like to enjoy your Softub by yourself, with your
partner or with the whole family, we offer the right model for every
occasion and location

After successfully passing all relevant
EU standards compliance tests, exported
Softub hot tubs (240 volt, 50 Hz) have
been awarded a CE certificate. The spas
have also been awarded an ANSI/NSPI6 1999 rating: the ‘American National
Standard for Portable Spas’.
The Softub exhaust system is also
ANSI/APSP-7 compliant. The entire
system is, of course, also fully TÜV/
GS-tested – your guarantee for maximum safety.

SPORTSTER

LEGEND

RESORT

1–2 Persons

3–4 Persons

5–6 Persons

Model-No.

140

220

300+

Capacity

1–2 Persons

3–4 Persons

5–6 Persons

Exterior diameter

150 cm

180 cm

200 cm

Interior diameter

130 cm

150 cm

170 cm

Height

61 cm

61 cm

69 cm

Weight of basin

23 kg

32 kg

36 kg

Weight of lid

9 kg

11 kg

14 kg

Weight of hydromate

20 kg

20 kg

20 kg

Total filled weight

655 kg

962 kg

1245 kg

Lighting

colour LED

colour LED

colour LED

Water capacity

530 l

830 l

1130 l

Raised seat

–

–

1

Jets

4

5

7

Electric requirements

220 V / 240 V
50 Hz, 6 A

220 V / 240 V
50 Hz, 6 A

220 V / 240 V
50 Hz, 6 A

Maximal electricity consumption

800 W

800 W

800 W

COLOURS

ALMOND

INTERIOR LINER

CAMEL

MOCCA

SAPPHIRE

CHARCOAL

FOREST GREEN

PORT

PEARL

SOFTUB: Legend 200, Almond
SOFTUB SURROUND: Polyrattan, Charcoal
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INFOBOX

POLYRATTAN
Polyrattan is a hardwearing and durable artificial weave that is perfect for
outdoor use. The material is of high
quality, requires hardly any maintenance at all and is weather resistant and
dependable.
Our products have been designed and
tested to withstand the exposure to
water, chlorine and UV rays and can
be left outside all year round without
being affected by the elements or water
treatment products.

SOFTUB: Legend 200, Mocca
SOFTUB SURROUND: Miami, White, with Tile-Inserts

SOFTUB: Resort 300+, Charcoal
SOFTUB SURROUND: Chill Lounge, Charcoal

NEWPORT STEPPER

MIAMI

The Newport Stepper offers safe and easy access to your Softub.
The built- in cupboards offer additional storage and shelving
as well as an area to place drinks, towels and other essentials.
The elegant combination of hardwood and rattan is extremely
weather resistant and easy to maintain. The Newport Stepper is
the perfect solution where space is at a premium.

Our bespoke Miami surrounds are manufactured in Italy and
offer a sleek and clean design combined with excellent durability and weather resistance. The step inserts allow easy access
to the tub. The bench surround offers practical seating and a
counter top for drinks or towels.

METAL FRAME

SOFTUB ACCESSORIES

INSERTS

AN OVERVIEW

Turn your Softub into a garden feature that will turn heads and add the finishing touches to your own little oasis with our range of Softub accessories

POLYRATTAN

CHILL LOUNGE

Our Softub rattan surround is not only practical and durable
but also beautiful and stylish. The wooden step insert allows
for easy and safe access to the tub while the rattan bench offers
practical storage, seating and additional surfaces to place towels,
drinks or other essentials you do not wish to be without.

This exclusive rattan surround is a beautiful addition to your
Softub oasis and offers additional seating which allows you to
bring friends and family together in and around the pool. The
step inserts aid access to the tub whilst the rattan bench offers
practical storage.

CHARCOAL

MOCCA

CHARCOAL

MOCCA

CHARCOAL

MOCCA

ANTHRACITE

TILES

POLYETHYLENE

WOOD

GAZEBO MODELS
The beautiful Riviera gazebo is designed with Softubs in mind
and shelters your favourite hideout from rain or shine, creating
the ultimate safe haven. Whether cottage garden or urban chic,
the many different variations and accessories of our Riviera gazebo cater for all tastes. Powder coated and galvanised steel offers
durability and weather resistance whilst pre-drilled holes in the
feet of the gazebo allow for the legs to be fixed in situ for optimal
stability and endurance in inclement weather. Alternatively, your
gazebo can be installed with a base plate on which the tub is
installed, providing the perfect weight to fix the gazebo in place.
Other optional extras include LED light, integrated patio heater
or zippable curtains for added privacy and protection from wind
and weather making the Riviera gazebo the perfect addition to
your Softub oasis.

SOFTUB GAZEBO: Riviera, White
ANTHRACITE
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WHITE

WHITE
SOFTUB ACCESSORIES
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SERVICE

THERE FOR YOU

Our after sales team will be happy to help
you with any questions you might have
once your Softub has been installed. Make
use of our expertise and ask about our service packages!

SOFTUB @ HOME SERVICE
Our Softub @home Service includes delivery and installation of your Softub as well as a product induction and
water treatment class. All packaging will be removed and
disposed of and all your questions answered, meaning
that you can simply sit back and enjoy!

INFOBOX

THE
COMPANY
Quality for more than 25 years
The Softub Company was founded
in 1981 by Tom Thornbury in Los
Angeles, California. The production of
Softub hot tubs is carried out exclusively in the US (with factories in
California and Massachusetts), with all
finished products being subject to strict
international quality controls.

SOFTUB PREMIUM SERVICE
Our premium service means that you can continue to
benefit from our support and expertise long after your
Softub has been delivered and installed. Technical faults
can –wherever possible – be fixed on site. Alternatively,
your unit can be sent in to our Softub repair center,
assessed and repaired by our team and finally reinstalled
by one of our Softub technicians. In addition, our staff
are happy to answer any questions regarding water care
and to go through the key points of Softub maintenance
again while they are with you. Our premium service also
applies to our Gazebos.

SOFTUB WATER & CARE SERVICE
Should you have any questions regarding water maintenance and Softub care our Softub experts will be happy
to help. Simply call our Softub hot line (see reverse).

SOLAR SOFTUB
Softub has entered a new era of solar powered accessories
which are now available to our customers

NEW FAVOURITE
PLACES
CREATE THEM WITH THE SOFTUB APP

With the new Softub app for iphone and android you can visualise
your Softub in your home at the click of a button. Simply select the
Softub of your choice and place it in your favourite place. Accessorise your Softub with your favourite extras and click by click you can
create your personal Softub oasis. All done? Then simply follow the
link to find your local Softub dealer! The Softub app is available in
all app stores.

· Softub Solar Pod (no electric connection required)
· Integrated Softub Solar (your Softub Solar power is fed
directly into your electricity supply)

SOFTUB: Resort 300+, Mocca
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· Softub Solar Power (supply of solar power through your
electricity supplier)

IMPRESSUM

For more information on Softub Solar products visit
our website on www.softubsolar.com.
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www.softub.com
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SOFTUB: Resort 300+, Mocca
SOFTUB SURROUND: : Chill Lounge, Mocca

WHIRLPOOLS

Softub International
Alte Landstrasse 25
8700 Küsnacht
Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)44 392 00 60
info@softub.com
www.softub.com

